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Background: Inferior vena cava (IVC) morphology is often used to estimate right atrial pressure because it can easily be assessed by 
echocardiography. A dilated IVC without collapse with inspiration has been associated with poor outcome (AHJ2006,151:730; AJC2009,103:246). 
We explored the role of IVC size on a first ST-elevation AMI (STEMI).
Method: 213 consecutive STEMI patients (age = 64 ± 12 years, male = 170, LMT = 4, LAD = 100, RCA = 87, LCx = 22) underwent echocardiography 
2 weeks later and were followed for 36 months. They had all undergone successful emergency PCI within 12 hours of onset. Patients with prior MI, 
nonSTEMI, A-C bypass, atrial fibrillation and renal failure on dialysis were excluded. Primary end point was major adverse cardio/cerebrovascular 
event (MACCE: cardiac death, ACS, readmission because of heart failure or stroke).
Results: There were only 2 patients without collapse by inspiration or a diameter > 20 mm. We then divided them into 4 categories : GroupI.IVC ≥ 
10mm and E/e’ ≤15, GroupII.IVC≥10mm and E/e’>15, GroupIII. IVC<10mm and E/e’≤15, GroupIV.IVC<10mm and E/e’>15. Among 19 patients in 
Group IV, 13 patients showed deterioration of renal function (eGFR decreased from baseline>20%) and MACCE occurred in 12 patients within 36 
months. They had the worst prognosis among 4 groups (2 test, p<0.0001).
Conclusion: IVC can be a powerful parameter when combined with E/e’ in patients with a first STEMI. The fact that E/e’ is high while IVC is 
collapsed may suggest a poor prognosis for a first STEMI.
